The Full Lid
2nd October 2020
Hi everyone! Welcome to The Full Lid! I'm Alasdair and this is my weekly
pop culture enthusiasm download. Movies, games, music... bread... It's all
been under The Lid at some point and likely will be again.
But this week, we're doing things a little di erently. Firstly, my birthday
(wish list here if you're feeling gifty, thank you!) is most de nitely occurring
and to celebrate we're taking the whole entire weekend o including Friday
AND Monday! So TFL is being put together a little earlier this week.
Then there's the fact that Enola Holmes turned out to be both big fun and
thematically chewy. If you haven't seen it, spoilers galore. It also, by casting
Henry Cavill as Sherlock Holmes, reminded me of just how fond I am of
male characters who get to be physically big, clever AND kind. So this
week's second pieces discusses that and salutes one of my all-time
favorites.
And nally? Well, it's October. As I write this it's the First Day of Halloween,
with Horror Christmas just a few short weeks away and I LOVE Horror
Christmas. This year there will again be a special Full Lid Plus featuring
lockdown horror movies, a big essay on a major horror franchise, and
reviews galore including a fantastic novella and the welcome reprint of a
glorious piece of childhood nightmare fuel. More on all of those as they
develop. Or perhaps, manifest...
This week's interstitials are funky astronauts. Because honestly what
sounds better right now than funky astronauts?
Contents time!
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The Three Holmes Problem
Editor's note: spoilers throughout
There's a moment at the very start of Enola Holmes where she looks to
camera and says 'Now? Where to begin?'. That moment de nes the
movie and it's position in current popular culture in ways which are mostly
great, sometimes bad and always, much like the youngest Holmes,
impossible to ignore.

So, where to begin?
Enola Holmes (Millie Bobby Brown) has spent her whole life being educated
by her mother, Eudoria (Helena Bonham Carter), at Ferndell, the family
estate. This education has included codes and cyphers, science, unarmed
combat and a ercely sharp analytical mind. Which Enola nds herself in
desperate need of when Eudoria disappears on the morning of her
daughter's 16th birthday. Hindered by her brothers, Mycroft (Sam
Cla in) and Sherlock (Henry Cavill) and entangled with a singularly annoying
and permanently endangered boy Tewksbury (Louis Partridge) Enola has a
lot to do. Which is exactly how she likes it.
Enola Holmes has the look of Net ix' rst major franchise, and they know it.
It's one of the only Net ix projects I've seen garner major TV advertising.
This feels like a de nite change in approach for the streaming platform
and while I enjoy their smaller movies, this is a welcome gear change. It's
also very funny, smartly put together, tries to do a lot of very clever things
and for me, succeeds.
But there's one particular scene which makes me wonder whether or not
that's a good thing. In what is by some distance the best scene in the
movie, Sherlock visits Edith (Susie Wokoma), a su ragette, jujutsu instructor
and friend of Enola's. It culminates in Edith making it clear she knows the
real reason Sherlock professes no interest in politics:

As Enola herself would do later...

In a movie that spends a lot of time being a seesaw, this scene is the
fulcrum.
On one hand this is a woman of colour, in a deeply repressive time period,
telling a brilliant rich white man just what the score really is. On the other,
this is a premeditated attempt to explain the point the rest of the movie
enthusiastically avoids making eye contact with.
Did I mention there's a lot here? There's a LOT here.
This really is... a Three Holmes Problem.

IT'S NEARLY MY BIRTHDAY AND THIS MADE ME LAUGH JUST ROLL WITH IT.

Editor's note:

ANYWAY!
Let's start with Enola. Millie Bobby Brown produced as well as starred. You
can see the appeal to do both, as the story follows a brilliant and
overlooked young woman going out into the world to make a name for
herself. Given Brown is best known for her work on Stranger Things, I sense
resonance. Enola is smart, tough, compassionate, no one's fool and a
ridiculously charming lead and Brown doesn't so much run at the role as
attack it headlong. The frequent asides are either going to grate or make
you laugh every time and I was rmly in the second camp.
Especially when, in the middle of a desperate situation, Enola turns to
camera and asks if WE have any ideas. The viewer is not a passive audience
here and Enola's frequent comments to us not only endear her to the
audience but put us inside her thought processes and show how subtly
di erent they are from the rest of her family. Sherlock notices things.
Mycroft notices things that aren't where he BLOODY WELL PUT THEM!
Enola views the entire world as a cypher to be decrypted. In many ways
she's presented here as the halfway house between her older brothers:
Mycroft's (screamingly privileged) black and white sense of right and wrong
and Sherlock's instinctive ability to spot the missing piece.
In fact, in conversation with Marguerite after seeing this, what we thought
would be really fun is if the fourth wall breaking really is part of the
deductive process for this universe's characters. Enola observes and
comments and in doing so makes the audience her stand-in Watson. Which
means Sherlock may do the same thing in later movies. Which means,

eventually, the gag of them competing for asides is going to happen and I
am THERE for that.
All of which is a terribly dry way of saying she's an exuberant gure who
drives the movie along with the sheer energy of her on-screen presence.
She's also far from the omnipotent Mary Sue there are undoubtedly
already interminable video essays about. Enola is a character squarely
placed in the frame of a child progressing into an adult, and only nally
turns the corner (if we equate 'loss of innocence' with 'growing up') in the
nal scene where her questions are answered. Until then, the movie pulls
no punches and neither does she. Every ght scene has her either ghting
smart and dirty or short and painfully. She may be the smartest Holmes
sibling but she isn't the mildly superhuman one. She's a tough, brilliant,
independent woman but she's also at the start of her journey. The route
that journey takes is key not only to the movie's strengths but it's biggest
weakness.
Enola faces a literal crossroads in a pivotal scene. Down one road is her
mother, and answers. Down the other are the answers to why Tewksbury is
in danger and the means of saving his life. This leads to her remembering
an earlier comment by her mother.
"There are two paths you can take, yours or the path others (society) choose for
you."
Enola chooses to put her own personal quest aside to help Tewksbury. Or,
depending on where you stand, she puts her personal agency aside to go
rescue a permanently endangered boy (and member of the House of Lords
no less). Before all the class and Imperial historians get o the bench and
start doing knee bends, this is, obviously, not great. For a movie about a
young proto-feminist discovering her agency to end with her protecting a
Peer of the Realm (even if he is a nice one who helps get peasants the vote)
is A Choice. An inherently conservative one at at that, especially in parallel
with Elnoa's 'I'm not like other girls' vibes and the fact she can't ride a bike
because no one can be physically competent AND clever, remember? At
least at the start of their journey.
The fact the movie is so irreverent, and compassionate, everywhere else
take the sting out of this sour note, as does the fact that Eudoria's war on
the patriarchy remains unresolved as the end credits roll. But at the same
time, you can't help but wonder how much more fun Enola, Eudoria and
Edith doing Feminist Heists would have been. Especially given how much it
would annoy her older brother.

Oh Mycroft. Always either a charming, mildly kinky bu oon or some sort of
reptilian spook clearly just FURIOUS he shares a species with the rest of us
proles. Sam Cla in, a man who could play anything, gives us a very di erent
Mycroft here.
This Mycroft is the control Holmes child. Where Sherlock looks like Zeus
chiselled him on a lunchbreak and Enola is the Spirit of the New Century
given form and to-camera asides, Mycroft is The Grownup. He's wardrobed
far more traditionally, he's the one left in charge of the estate and he's the
one actively manipulated by Eudoria for the nancial means to her ends.
Mycroft isn't the sort of synaptic lightning genius his siblings are. He's
methodical, stoic and clearly horri cally traumatized by their father's death
and the role it's forced him to take. Deeply, existentially furious that he gets
to be the family roadie instead of rock stars, Cla in plays him as
somewhere between o cious and actively cruel for most of the movie. It's
a spikier turn than any other modern one I've seen and walks a very thin
line between being an active antagonist and simply an opposing force. This
isn't Mycroft as ally, this is Mycroft as stand-in father and embodiment of
Victorian patriarchy. Exhausted, frantic and just utterly done with picking up
the entertaining messes the other two leave behind.
It's only at the very end that he lets the mask slip. In a scene de ned by
Sherlock and Enola's urban chess game, Mycroft makes clear he's not
actually threatened by reform at all, and he's vastly grateful to his younger
brother for taking on their sister's wardship. Of course almost none of this
is said directly or out loud -- he's British, after all -- but it's there and Cla in

shows us the relief and guilt all in a icker. It's a great turn and welcome
progression (or reveal, depending on your take), and one I'd love to see
explored in later stories.
Which is the Second Holmes Problem. The movie clearly aims at giving
Mycroft this last minute nuance as a mirror to Enola's growing
understanding of the world, as well as Mycroft's own emotional growth. But
that basically makes him Mycroft Holmes: Tory, but Nice. It's a di cult road
for the movie to travel at the best of times and, well, it's 2020. All credit to
Cla in being so good he makes it work.

And there he is, Swolelock Holmes. Biggest Holmes kid, and smallest
problem.
Henry Cavill, grunt connoisseur and amateur PC build enthusiast, is very,
very good as Sherlock because of two factors. The rst is that he is
resolutely not the rake thin part-time cocaine addict who HAS OPINIONS
AND WILL NOT BE DENIED! that has often been the default approach to the
character. (As brilliant as Jonny Lee Miller was at it.) Instead, this Holmes is
quiet, observant and clearly constantly questioning everything he sees and
hears.
The movie's best scene, by some distance, is that conversation with Edith
mentioned above. Not just because Wokoma (whose character may well be
based on Edith Margaret Garrud) is great but because Cavill shows us
something extraordinary too. This paragon of male intellect, this
supposedly cold ivory tower of deduction and terrible social choices, listens
to what Edith has to say and HEARS her. This is the second reason Cavill
impresses so much in the role. He's an extraordinary silent actor and you

can see the cogs turn as he chews over Edith's grenade of a line and
realizes what he needs to do.
This is Sherlock Holmes as someone not just big and clever but
fundamentally kind. And kindness is ultimately what ties all the Holmes
siblings together. Mycroft can see what he's invested in needs to change.
Enola's deep-seated kindness leads her put her own goals temporarily
aside. And Sherlock realizes that the kindest thing to do for his sister is to
leave her alone but let her know he's there if she needs him. All of which
culminates in the moment she soundly beats him to the end of the case
and Cavill, striding down a corridor, breaks into a grin and barks a single,
joy- lled 'Ha!'
This is Holmes to the CORE. A man so used to being right and rst
DELIGHTED to be right and second. A proud older brother suddenly
realizing he isn't alone in the family. A player realizing with joy the game is
not just afoot but the other player is at least as good as he is.
No wonder he's so happy. The big doof's been lonely.

So where does that leave us? Appropriately enough, at a crossroads. Down
one is the deeply feminist and radically anti-establishment narrative
Eudoria is writing for herself and the women around her. If future movies
want to hit the feminism this one at least aims at, that's the road they need
to go down. A road along which, as a close friend pointed out, Enola can at
no point fall o her bike. No girl is like most other girls, and the visceral
frustration some are feeling at where this movie starts and where it ends is
something I deeply empathize with.
Down the other road is deeply familiar storytelling, albeit from an
unfamiliar perspective. Enola not so much writing her own story as writing
her own version of her brother's story, lled with the sort of two- sted
adventures that are as fun as they are safe. At least at rst. Because while
Enola may have started o in a very traditional way, the character can't

keep travelling in that direction forever. As two friends of mine put it, this is
basically a Fisher Price My First Feminism movie, one that hasd the
potential to spark such conversations and journeys among a new
generation of viewers.
Either way, it's a chewy, ercely entertaining two hours crammed with
excellent performances and heart. Where to begin? This is an excellent
start. Here's to an even better journey.
Enola Holmes is on Net ix now.
For reasons no one, not even the author can understand, exactly one of the
six Enola Holmes books is currently in print. I'd recommend here to pick up
a copy or the graphic novel versions and here for the rest.

Funky Space People: Next Year by Foo Fighters
Mama Grohl's Davidest child leads the most consistent American rock band of
the last few decades in a song that's as whimsically sharp as its video. I love this.

Building A Better Big Guy

One of my earliest forays into science ction were the Sector General books
by James White. They're GREAT, a series of various length shared world
stories about the doctors who work at the rst all-sentient species hospital,
Sector General. Most of the time their issues are nothing more complex
than making sure each species has the right atmosphere and they can
communicate with their patients. Sometimes? They carry out surgery on
continent-sized lifeforms using construction equipment.
No I have no idea why these have never been lmed either and yes you can
get your own copies right here.
One of the main characters is Major O'Mara, the head of the psychology
department. O'Mara is basically the camp counsellor. It's his job to make
sure the species work together well and to keep the sta healthy despite
the constant roiling biological singularity they work in.
Basically? He's this guy, but in space and more overtly compassionate.

With my birthday right around the corner, it's struck me that O'Mara had
quite an e ect on me. I read these books when I was a teenager, a big brain
in a bigger body, just a lot of feelings and no idea where to put my limbs.
I've always been tall. I've always been big. I've always been clever. O'Mara
was the rst character that taught me it was okay to be all three at once.
But it's taken until the most recent decade of my life to accept that.

What really brought it to the fore this week was Enola Holmes. Cavill's turn
as Sherlock puts the lie to the fallacy that in popular culture, if you're big
that's all you are. You're big. You're not clever and you're sure as heck
never going to be the romantic lead. That's the body image guys are taught
to steer towards: physical strength is a better option than mental agility.
Which is bullshit of course but tell that to the culture that raises guys to
believe showing emotion will either make people think you're gay (I was a
teenager in the '90s on a small island that was one of the last place
homosexuality was illegal in the UK and it was A Time) or get you killed in
WAR which must always be written in block capitals. Both things I've been
told with a straight face by peers and elders alike.
Yeah. NO.
I've talked before about my House Gods: the characters and ideals who
help me de ne the sort of person I want to be. I've never formalized the list,
because they change constantly. But they're all de ned by being big AND
being clever:
Beast from X-Men before the decade-long heel turn? Absolutely on the
list.
Paddington? How could I dare not?
Swolelock? He's getting tted for the jacket as we speak.
But most recently, there's Jerry:

Look at him, giving it Blue Steel. Bless.

Jerry is a leading character in The Walking Dead and, I argue, one of the
reasons the show isn't the libertarian trouser-rubbing fantasy or The
Archers: The Hellscape Years many folks write it o as.
He's the right hand man to Ezekiel, the head of a survivor colony called The
Kingdom. Jerry is Sancho Panza to his Don Quixote, Lancelot to Ezekiel's
King Arthur. He's also a big dude who for the rst few years he's on the
show, both wields and uses a double bladed battle-axe. So that's the big
part. Now this.

See also the entire conversation he has with another character using only the
word 'DUDE' in various in ections. Legend.

Adorable punmeister with a heart of gold and boulder shoulders? Yeah he's
on MY team.
Jerry has become the heart of the show across the last few years because in
the face of the apocalypse, he's still grinning. This is a guy who nds good
everywhere, but doesn't hesitate to defend it with lethal force. He's also,
and this is what really swung the character for me, not naive. In one of the
show's standout episodes, 'Some Guy', Ezekiel loses everything and nally
lets go of the Shakespearean kingly ideal he's been using as armor to
survive the world. Jerry doesn't just save his life, he refuses to let Ezekiel
drop the bit. He's a king. Jerry's his steward. That's how these things work.
Jerry's played by Cooper Andrews who has been building momentum as an
actor for a while now. He's great in an extended run in Halt and Catch Fire
and I credit his role as Jerry in The Walking Dead (along with Tom Payne
and Eleanor Matsuura) with giving the show a second wind across the last

few years.
More recently, he's just e ortlessly great as Victor Vasquez, Billy's foster
dad in the excellent Shazam.

See?

Big, clever, kind, AND interesting. It is possible, it's done all the time and a
lot of the time right now, it's done by Cooper Andrews. Is Jerry doomed on
The Walking Dead? Probably; roughly fty percent of the characters are at
any given time but that's not the point. The point is he's there, representing
for folks like me and folks like I'd like to be. My sincere hope is that the
work he's doing catches on and he continues getting great roles because
the dude is fantastic. My secret hope? Is that when the X-Men nally show
up in the MCU, he's at least on the short list for Beast. And yes I am
threatening you with a good time, there. And I regret nothing.
Big AND clever. It's not a pejorative, it's an ideal. And it's one I'm proud to
work towards. I salute you, Cooper Andrews, and you too, Jerry. Now pass
the cobbler.
The Walking Dead returns this Sunday in the US and Monday in the UK, followed
immediately by the premiere of it's second spin-o , The World Beyond. I'll be
talking about both in a future Full Lid.

Funky Space People: Stole the Show by Kygo feat. Parson James
Kygo and Parson James here doing a surprisingly light, jaunty number with
legitimate spacesuit shape-throwing.

New reader? Looking for a back issue?
Buy me a co ee?
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Facebook

Funky Space People: Holding On For Life by Broken Bells
Broken Bells LOVE this aesthetic. See also the excellent video for The Ghost Inside,
starring Cristina Hendricks as an android desperate to able to escape to the
good life. This one makes the cut though, especially for the presence of the
much, much missed Anton Yelchin. Rest in power, sir.

Want More?

Signal Boost
People

Elena Fernández Collins is a brilliant podcast critics and a just nuclearlevel acting talent (check out Valence, seriously, it's a fantastic show).
To do all these things they need a computer with a screen that turns
on and right now that's a problem. Please help out if you can.
Marshall Ryan Maresca's Maradaine Saga combines police
procedurals, superheroes, political thrillers and fantasy (RIGHT?!)
while he's also got an upcoming Dieselpunk one-o landing in
February. You can nd his Patreon here and his wife's Spanish classes
here.
The amazing Joely Black has a Patreon where she writes ction, blogs
and essays - it's great, check it out.
Books
The late, much missed Eugie Foster continues to be a force for good in
genre ction. Here's details of the 2020 Eugie Award Symposium for
Speculative Fiction taking place today.
Games
Scarlet Hollow is a horror visual novel featuring hand drawn art. Part
one is free and available now.
Magazines
The brilliant GV Anderson brings news of a new ction magazine!
Constelacion has just launched their crowdfunder and you can nd out
more here.
And check out Khōréō, featuring writing and art that explores the
impact of human or cultural migration, whether voluntary or forced,
peaceful or forceful.
Podcasts
kjy1066 brings news of Podside Picnic, delving into all elements of
genre ction. Sounds great!
Tin Universe's The Shattered has an amazing trailer and premise, I
can't wait.

Inqueery brings details of Sensitivity Reader, their website, podcast
and service dedicated to teaching these vital skills.
RPGs
The Amazing Tracy Barnett is back! One of my favorite humans and
favorite RPG creators is crowdfunding for a fantastic looking new
journaling game, Down The Old Rail Line.
Jordan L Hawk brings news of the excellent sounding 'very queer
eldritch horror (or eldritch kissing if that's what you prefer)' tabletop
RPG Widdershins.
That's this week's Signal Boost, folks. If you have a project you'd like to see here
get in touch.

Where You Can Find Me
This Week
Guest Appearances
My Personal Canons piece about Warren Ellis' comic work, the
in uence it's had on my worldview and how that has changed by
recent revelations about him has gone live over at Sarah Gailey's
Substack. Massive thanks to Sarah for the chance to talk about this.
Do please check out the rest in the amazing Personal Canons series.
Gailey's own about Those Wizard Books is especially great.
Twitch
GEESE CRIMES! Much like the Matrix, I cannot tell you of the mayhem
that ensued from literally the rst 30 seconds of playing Untitled Goose
Game co-op on Sunday. But I can show you. And remember, Mess
With The Honks, You Get the Bonks!
The good guys know everything and they're helpless. Or are they?
The kids are getting ready to push back and get some unexpected
help in A Wizard's Guide to Defensive Baking by Ursula Vernon and this
time? The bread is on the RISE.

Over at Rusty Quill I also read the rst half of J. Sheridan Le Fanu's
excellent pre-Dracula vampire novelette Carmilla. Join us this Friday
for the nal half, along with a birthday-sized helping of Shenanigans.
Podcasts
PseudoPod 723: Silver as the Devil’s Necklace
Written by Isabel Cañas and narrated by Sandra Espinoza
Hosted by Alasdair Stuart with audio production by Chelsea Davis

The Department of Received
Esoteric Printed Goods
Two fantastic arrivals this week, both courtesy of The Portal Bookshop. The
blisteringly smart and fun modern translation of Beowulf by Maria Dahvana
Headley and Marieke Nijkamp's fantastic new RPG-de ned and RPGbreaking Even If We Break.
Expect coverage of both in later Full Lids.

Funky Space People: Gagarin by British Sea Power
We've de nitely had this as playout music before but when it comes to funky
astronauts? These two rule.

Find me on The Online
Website

Twitter

Signing O

Instagram

Facebook

/ Playing Out

Thanks for reading, folks! It's been a short week but a fun one!
TFL will return next week accompanied as ever by
the KennerStuart Instagram and of course the unkillable hellscape that
is the Twitters. But it's a fun hellscape! Some... of the...
ANYWAY! This work is produced for free. If you like what you read please
consider dropping something in the tip jar. Alternately, my birthday
weekend is upon us so if you have a desire to commit giftage, my list is
here. Thank you :).
Playing us out this week is Commander Chris Had eld, covering David

Bowie from low Earth orbit. Canadian Captain America, it turns out, really is
the funkiest astronaut of all. What can we learn from him? The joy of
discovery and of course that this

is a Full Lid.
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